I N T R O D U C T I O N
From the start of their operation, the ad hoc Tribunals and the International Criminal Court (ICC) have been engaged in a 'continuous quest' 1 for theories of liability that can adequately address the systemic character of international crimes. Moreover, the courts have sought to express the central role played by senior political and military leaders in the commission of these crimes. To this end, the ad hoc Tribunals and the ICC have used the doctrines of joint criminal enterprise (JCE) and (indirect) joint perpetration, respectively. Both JCE and joint perpetration base criminal responsibility on the existence of a common plan between the accused and others leading to the commission of crimes. Yet, the ad hoc Tribunals and the ICC continue to emphasise the distinctive nature of these doctrines: 'there is an unwillingness on either side to uncover similarities and overlap between co-perpetration and JCE, let alone apply each other's case law with regard to these concepts'. 2 The Tribunals and the ICC thus each pursue a course of Alleingang.
The ICC explains and justifies its Alleingang most explicitly with reference to the different rationales underlying JCE and joint perpetration. Whereas joint perpetration is thought to reflect an objective rationale, JCE is perceived to be premised on a subjective one. The distinction between these rationales lies in their focus of attention. The objective rationale takes as a starting point the acts and conduct of the accused (actus reus). A person is criminally responsible when he or she makes an essential contribution to a crime and in that sense controls its commission. 3 The subjective rationale, conversely, emphasises the accused's mens rea and grounds criminal responsibility on the fact that the accused shared with others the intent to implement a common criminal purpose. 4 The validity of the dichotomy between JCE and joint perpetration remains as yet uncertain. There is a division between scholars who affirm and welcome the ICC's approach 5 and those who critically question the Court's distinctive course. 6 I would like to add a new voice to this debate by having a look 'beneath the surface' of the courts' allegedly different theories of liability. In particular, I seek to assess how the ad hoc Tribunals and the ICC have applied the law to the facts and use this assessment as a basis for determining whether there is a dichotomy between joint perpetration and JCE in practice. My argument develops as follows. Section 2 explores the current status of the legal debate on the (different) rationales underlying JCE and joint perpetration. In this respect, particular attention is paid to the meaning of the common plan-element, which is the most characteristic feature of these liability doctrines that forms the central basis of attribution. Sections 3 and 4 assess the case law of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) 7 and the ICC, respectively. In particular, these sections set out to identify, categorise, and interpret the factual circumstances that are used to establish the common plan-element in individual cases. Based on this assessment, section 5 concludes that the ICC and ICTY both perceive the common plan as a collective element that is based on the participants' cooperation in, and their informed contribution to, (criminal) organisations. Thus, the courts apply the common plan-element in an essentially similar manner. Considering that the common plan-element is the central basis of attribution for JCE and joint perpetration, this finding implies that the alleged objective-subjective dichotomy between JCE and joint perpetration is nominal rather than actual. The dichotomy should therefore not engross future debates on theories of liability in international criminal law. Rather than stressing the differences between JCE and joint perpetration, it is more fruitful to focus on the similarities between these doctrines. In this light, section 6 draws an analogy with domestic theories of criminal responsibility for (co-)perpetration and participation in a criminal organisation. This he shared with inter alia Slobodan Milošević and Ratko Mladić the objective to forcibly and violently remove the non-Serb inhabitants from the Bosnian Serb-claimed territories of Bosnia-Herzegovina. 13 In this way, JCE allegedly gives expression to a subjective notion of criminal responsibility. 14 The essence of wrongdoing lies in the JCE members'
shared intent to implement a common criminal purpose, 15 rather than in their objective contribution to this criminal purpose. The actus reus is merely secondary.
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The ICC has explicitly dissociated itself from the JCE concept and has adopted the concept of joint perpetration instead. According to the Court, joint perpetration is rooted in the principle of the division of essential tasks for the purpose of committing a crime between two or more persons acting in a concerted manner. Hence, although none of the participants has overall control over the offence because they all depend on each other for its commission, they all share control because each of them could frustrate the commission of the crime by not carrying out his or her task. 17 In this way, the ICC takes the accused's ability to dominate the commission of crimesi.e. to decide whether and how the crime will be committed -as a starting-point. 18 It bases the criminal responsibility of joint perpetrators on their performance of essential tasks, rather than on their agreement to a common criminal plan. 19 This is found to reflect an objective 'control over the crime' approach.
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The distinction between the subjective JCE concept and the objective joint perpetration concept has been subject to different assessments. Some scholars endorse the ICC's finding that JCE and joint perpetration are premised on different rationales and welcome the Court's rejection of the subjective rationale underlying JCE. 21 For example, according to Chouliaras, the subjective rationale 'permits both prosecutors and judges to use JCE as an open-ended category, vesting their intuition with a legal veil'. 22 As a consequence, JCE obscures the link between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial: it 'remain[s] rather elusive as to how the suspect has exactly contributed to the crimes'.
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The objective rationale underlying joint perpetration allegedly remedies this defect by defining the participants' contributions to a criminal endeavour more precisely.
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By contrast, other scholars consider the distinction between JCE and joint perpetration as contrived. 25 While acknowledging that JCE and joint perpetration place different Weigend (n. 6 above) 476-478. While Ambos seems to have adopted a similar understanding of the relation between JCE and joint perpetration, he still maintains that a characterisation of JCE and joint perpetration in terms of their subjective or objective rationales is possible and useful. Ambos (n. 12 above) 162-163. emphases, they argue that the legal elements and principles of attribution of these theories of liability largely overlap. Ohlin, for example, recalls that JCE and joint perpetration both require a common plan or agreement. In this light, he finds that joint perpetration, like JCE, encompasses a subjective notion of shared intentions. 26 Haan adds that the ICTY's assessment of the common plan-element takes account of the JCE members' coordinated cooperation and thus incorporates objective elements into the JCE concept. 27 These observations show that the scholars who reject or question the subjective-objective dichotomy between JCE and joint perpetration perceive the common plan as a unifying element that brings these theories of liability closer together. It introduces a subjective notion into the joint perpetration concept and includes features that objectify JCE. Considering this potentially unifying role, the next section analyses the nature of the common plan-element further.
Characterising the Common Plan
The common plan-element is often characterised as the 'distinctive feature' and 'most fundamental component' of JCE and joint perpetration. 28 The nature of this element, however, remains uncertain. 29 In particular, the way in which it links the participants to each other and to the crimes committed is rather ambiguous. Traditionally, the common plan is interpreted as an agreement, a common act of volition, 30 or a 'meeting of minds'. 31 This interpretation makes the existence of a common plan subject to the 26 Ohlin (n. 6 above) 745. 27 Haan (n. 6 above) [162] [163] 199 shared intent of the participants. 32 Thus, it qualifies the common plan-element as a subjective rather than an objective element of criminal responsibility. 33 Moreover, this reading emphasises the interpersonal nature of the common plan-element: the existence of a common plan depends on the shared intention of the participants in addition to the individual intentions of the accused. In practice, the subjective and interpersonal nature of the common plan are not always clearly articulated. In fact, not much effort seems to be required to establish a common plan in individual cases. In relation to ICTY case law, Van Sliedregt, for example, observes that the Tadić Appeals Chamber judgment has 'left the door open for a broad interpretation [of the common plan element, MC]'. 34 In particular, it has allowed the Tribunal to infer the existence of a common plan from the unified actions of a plurality of persons. 35 In this respect, 'a Chamber will almost certainly not inquire into the intent of every single person alleged in the indictment to have been a member of the JCE'.
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The judicial practice to infer the common plan from circumstantial evidence is not considered objectionable per se, since direct evidence of the participants' agreement is often lacking. However, the way in which the courts have used circumstantial evidence has been found problematic insofar as it detracts from the traditional subjective and interpersonal nature of the common plan-element. Haan was a common decision between the participants and that the participants jointly implemented the common plan.
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To take away some of the controversy surrounding the meaning of the common plan for JCE and joint perpetration and to further clarify the nature of this element, the following sections analyse the case law of the ICTY and the ICC.
Towards an Objective Common Plan?
The ICTY qualifies the common plan as an objective element of JCE liability that pertains to the actus reus of the accused. The Tribunal interprets the common planelement as 'an understanding or arrangement amounting to an agreement between the plurality of persons to commit one or more crimes'. 40 The agreement does not have to be previously arranged or formulated. 41 It can materialise extemporaneously and may be inferred from the way in which the crimes were committed. 42 The fact that a plurality of persons acted in unison is particularly relevant in this respect. By reasoning in this way, the ICTY portrays the common plan-element as an interpersonal and subjective concept. It requires that the JCE members acted with a shared intention to commit the crimes encompassed by the common plan. However, recent case law concerning the criminal responsibility of senior political and military leaders puts pressure on this conception. In cases against senior accused, the common plan no longer relates to small-scale mob violence (as in cases against low-level perpetrators), 43 but often encompasses national campaigns of ethnic cleansing, e.g. 'the establishment of an ethnically Serb territory through the displacement of the Croat and other non-Serb population'. 44 Since the low-level physical perpetrators of crimes generally do not share these broad common plans, 45 they will often fall outside the scope of the JCE. This does, however, not necessarily absolve senior leaders from criminal responsibility under JCE. According to the Brđanin Appeals Chamber, JCE also applies when the indicted crimes have been committed by non-JCE members as long as these crimes 'can be imputed to at least one member of the joint criminal enterprise, and that this member -when using the principal perpetrator -acted in accordance with the common plan'. 46 This implies that the JCE concept covers situations in which a small group of senior leaders (JCE members) agrees upon a common plan and uses a number of low-level perpetrators (non-JCE members) to execute it. Suppose, for example, that senior leaders X and Y agree upon a common plan to ethnically cleanse country C. Following this plan, X orders foot soldier A to forcibly transfer part of the population from village V. Now that X has used A in accordance with the common plan he agreed upon with Y, A's crimes can be attributed to both X and Y. This practice diminishes the importance of the common plan-element. After all, the link between the senior leader and the physical perpetrator no longer depends on their common plan to commit crimes, but is subject to the leader's use of the physical perpetrator: X and Y are criminally responsible for the forcible transfer committed by A not because they had a common plan with A, but because X used A to commit this crime. At the same time, the ICTY's interpretation of JCE potentially enables the 43 The Tadić Appeals Chamber describes mob violence as 'situations of disorder where multiple offenders act out of a common purpose, where each of them commit offences against the victim, but where it is unknown or impossible to ascertain exactly which acts were carried out by which perpetrator, or when the causal link between each act and the eventual harm caused by the victims is similarly indeterminate'. Tadić Tribunal to bolster the subjective and interpersonal nature of the common plan-element in relation to senior leaders. After all, it is more realistic to find a shared intent among senior leaders X and Y than to establish that they agreed with the structurally and geographically remote foot soldier A to implement a national campaign of ethnic cleansing. 47 This bolstering effect has, however, not been realised in practice. Rather than observing the relations between senior leaders in terms of their subjective shared intent, the ICTY seems to emphasise their objective joint action. Of course, the JCE members' joint action has always been evidentially relevant for establishing shared intent, but it currently appers to play a more independent role. 48 The following finding of the Krajišnik Trial Chamber illustrates this observation:
a common plan alone is not always sufficient to determine a group, as different and independent groups may happen to share identical objectives. Rather, it is the interaction or cooperation among persons -their joint action -in addition to their common objective that makes those persons a group. The persons in a criminal enterprise must be shown to act together, or in concert with each other in the implementation of a common objective if they are to share responsibility for the crimes committed through the JCE.
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The Trial Chamber further emphasised that
[a] person not in the JCE may share the general objective of the group but not be linked with the operations of the group. Crimes committed by such a person are of course not attributable to the group. On the other hand, links forged in pursuit of a common objective transform individuals into members of a criminal enterprise. These persons rely on each other's contributions, as well as on acts of persons who are not members of the JCE but who have been procured to commit crimes, to achieve criminal objectives on a scale which they could not have attained alone. The Krajišnik Trial Chamber accordingly considered that the finding of a common plan between the JCE members depends, for example, on whether the perpetrators acted as members of, or were associated with, any organisations connected to the JCE; whether the crimes committed were consistent with the pattern of similar crimes committed by JCE members against similar categories of victims; whether the perpetrators' acts were ratified implicitly or explicitly by members of the JCE; whether the perpetrators acted in cooperation or in conjunction with members of the JCE; whether any member of the JCE made a meaningful effort to punish the perpetrators; and whether the acts were performed in the context of a systematic attack. 51 Note that these circumstances do not relate to the mutual cooperation between the JCE members, but make the finding of a common plan subject to the patterned and systemic commission of crimes and the JCE members' position in, and contribution to, this context of violence. 52 Thus, it is doubtful to what extent the circumstances can prove the JCE members' joint action.
Reasoning along similar lines as the Krajišnik Trial Chamber, the Krajišnik Appeals Chamber held that 'a JCE can come to embrace expanded crimes, as long as the evidence shows that the JCE members agreed on this expansion of means'. 53 This agreement does not require a 'consensus or shared understanding amounting to a psychological causal nexus' among the JCE members. 54 It is already ascertained when the individual JCE members are informed of the crimes, do nothing to prevent their recurrence, and persist in the implementation of the common objective. 55 This finding confirms that the ICTY has shifted away from its initial subjective and interpersonal interpretation of the common plan-element and has started to focus on the accused's participation in, and his contribution to, the large-scale commission of crimes instead. The next section further explores this development in light of the ICTY's application of the common plan-element.
The Common Plan-Element in Practice
The ICTY case law shows a correlation between the common plan-and the shared intent-element, because the Tribunal often evaluates these elements in combination with each other. 56 It thereby refers to facts that largely coincide with the circumstances that were listed by the Krajišnik Trial Chamber in relation to the finding of a joint action between the JCE members. They concern (i) the nature of the crimes and the context in which they were committed; (ii) the relations between the participants; and (iii) the attitude and informed contribution of the JCE members to the common plan. 57 3.3.2.1 Nature of Crimes and Context In relation to the nature of the crimes and the context in which they were committed, the ICTY inter alia refers to the fact that the crimes took place in a politically tense atmosphere, in a discriminatory setting, or in the context of a systematic attack against the population; 58 that they were committed in a planned, organised, and systemic establish such a pattern, the Tribunal refers to the factual similarities between the crimes in terms of their temporal and geographical scope, their nature, the means and methods of attack, and the identity of the victims.
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Together, these circumstances evidence that the crimes were committed pursuant to a plan, rather than randomly. It is, however, questionable whether they also ascertain the criminal nature of this plan and illustrate the participants' common intention to implement it: does the systematic and widespread commission of crimes, for example, necessarily imply that all participants agreed to a criminal purpose and cooperated with each other to implement this purpose? Moreover, the collection of relevant factual circumstances does not seem to provide a sufficient basis for identifying the persons who participated in the common plan. In this view, it is significant that the Trial Chamber in the Đorđević case found that the scale, nature, and structure of the forces involved in the commission of crimes demonstrate 'the existence of a leadership reaching across the political, military and police arms of governments of the FRY and Serbia who were directing and coordinating the events on the ground' and who in this manner implemented a common plan. 63 The Trial Chamber's inference is far-reaching and only appears to be legitimate in combination with additional evidence concerning, for example, the active commitment of the accused to the common plan.
Relations between Participants
The second category of factual circumstances concerns the relations between the participants. In this respect, the ICTY focuses on the cooperation and coordination between the (members of) political and military institutions that were involved in the planning, execution, and cover-up of crimes. 64 It particularly refers to facts that show a division of tasks and thus illustrate that (the members of) the implicated bodies each contributed to the common plan in their own way. 65 Three main characteristics of this evaluation require further attention. The Martić Trial Chamber, for example, found that
[w]idespread acts of violence and intimidation intensified against the nonSerb population and became pervasive throughout the RSK territory from 1992 to 1995. These acts were committed by members of the TO and the police of the RSK, and of the JNA, as well as members of the local Serb population, and created such a coercive atmosphere that the Croat and other non-Serb inhabitants of the RSK were left with no option but to flee.
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Whereas this practice complies with the traditional application of JCE to situations of mob violence, it seems inappropriate in cases against senior leaders. In these cases, the remoteness between the physical perpetrators, on the one hand, and the senior leaders, on the other, generally means that the former do not share the broadly formulated common plan endorsed by the latter. 69 Thus, the physical perpetrators and the senior leaders are not part of the same JCE. Under these circumstances, evidence concerning the relations between the physical perpetrators is in itself irrelevant -or at least insufficient -to establish a common plan between the senior leaders. After all, the cooperation and coordination between non-JCE members does not necessarily prove that the persons who were part of the JCE acted with the shared intent to implement a common plan. Second, the ICTY does not only take account of the personal relationships between individual JCE members, 70 some members of the Main Staff through the Drina Corps, the MUP and down to the Zvornik and Bratunac Brigades and the Battalions thereof. While the evidence does not permit an exact determination as to who were participants and who were perpetrators, it is clear that individual units from across the VRS worked together in the implementation of the common purpose.
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The Đorđević Trial Chamber similarly focused on evidence of institutional cooperation. It even explicitly chose to refrain from making 'more specific findings about the involvement in or knowledge of other specific senior political, MUP and VJ officials in the concealment of the bodies of Kosovo Albanians killed during the Indictment period, as they have not been specifically charged in this Indictment'. 73 This finding implies that it is not essential to know who the other JCE members were and whether they acted in a coordinated way with the accused. 74 The common plan-element can already be established on the basis of the cooperation between the accused and unidentified members of a political or military institution. Insofar as reference is thereby made to more specific types of cooperation between individuals, this does not so much serve to unravel the personal relations between the participants, but mainly helps to determine the position of the accused within the implicated institutions. As a result of this practice, the common plan-element has become detached from the JCE members' shared intent. The Popović et al. Trial Chamber judgment is illustrative for this development. The Trial Chamber considered that
[t]he only reasonable conclusion available on the evidence is that the killing operation was undertaken pursuant to a pre-conceived, coordinated plan to murder. This plan emanated from the highest echelons of the VRS Main Staff, including Mladic, the Commander of the VRS. The VRS Security Branch planned, organised and implemented the murder operation. The Drina Corps, MUP, Bratunac Brigade and Zvornik Brigade, along with other units detailed above, were also implicated in the murder operation. The Trial Chamber is therefore convinced beyond reasonable doubt that there was a plan involving a plurality of persons to murder the able-bodied Bosnian ('while the evidence does not permit an exact determination as to who were participants and who were perpetrators it is clear that the individual units of the VRS worked together in the implementation of a common purpose'). 74 Cf Olásolo (n. 16 above) 182.
Muslim males from Srebrenica, and that these persons participated in the common purpose and shared the intent to murder. 75 At the same time, the Trial Chamber held that there was simply no evidence to find that two of the accused -Borovčanin and Pandurević -shared the intent of the JCE members to commit the crimes falling within the scope of the common plan. 76 The Chamber therefore acquitted them of the JCE charges and based their conviction on aiding and abetting and superior responsibility instead. 77 Third, it is noteworthy that the ICTY evaluates whether the participants have worked together in the design, implementation, and execution of a common plan rather than in the commission of the specific crimes for which the accused stands trial. 78 The Stakić
Trial Chamber, for example, based its finding of a common plan on the participants' cooperation in relation to the take-over of power; 79 This approach seems appropriate insofar as it portrays the common plan as the central basis for the imputation of crimes. 85 Furthermore, the Trial Chamber's approach accurately responds to the practical difficulties of establishing the participants' cooperation in relation to each of the hundreds, sometimes thousands, of crimes committed. 86 At the same time, the Tribunal thus risks creating 'a smokescreen that obscures the possible frail connection between the accused and the specific crimes for which they stand trial'. 87 This risk is particularly high in cases against senior leaders in which the common plan is generally formulated at a meta-level, for example in terms of a national campaign of ethnic cleansing. 88 Rather than being the sum of individual crimes, such meta-plans have an autonomous meaning. 89 The ICTY's focus on these plans may accordingly loosen the connection between the accused and the crimes for which he is allegedly responsible. For example, the fact that Stakić cooperated with others to take over power (which in itself is not a crime) does not necessarily mean that he agreed or contributed to the commission of murder. To (re-)establish a sufficient connection between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial, it is important that the ICTY takes account of the participants' cooperation with respect to particular (categories of) crimes. In this light, the distinction made by the Stanišić and Simatović Trial Chamber between the JCE members' involvement in certain military operations and political activities, on the one hand, and the contribution of the accused to the commission of crimes, on the other, should be welcomed. 
Attitude and Informed Contribution of JCE Members
The third category of relevant factual circumstances concerns the ways in which the individual JCE members contributed to the common plan. This includes both the JCE members' active support of political and/or military operations (directly or indirectly involving or resulting in the commission of crimes) and their inaction or passivity towards the criminal consequences of these operations. For example, it is relevant whether the JCE members participated in the commission of crimes; made discriminatory, hateful, or violent speeches; denied and concealed crimes; failed to prevent or punish the perpetrators of crimes; and failed to investigate crimes.
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The ICTY assesses the JCE members' active and passive attitudes and contributions in light of their knowledge of the violent context, in particular their knowledge of the commission of crimes. 92 In establishing the JCE members' knowledge, the Tribunal ascribes a prominent role to their position and participation in (political and military) 89 Similarly, Haan (n. 6 above) 109. In drawing a link between the common plan and the crimes committed, the ICTY has, for example, held that the commission of a certain type of crime is inherent in the execution of the common plan (Popović et institutions that contributed to the common plan. It may, for example, find that the institution in which the accused participated knowingly contributed to the common plan and attribute this informed institutional contribution to the accused. 93 Similarly, the Tribunal may establish that a specific JCE member made an informed contribution to the common plan and attribute this informed contribution to other JCE members who participated in the same institution. 94 Furthermore, the JCE members' institutional position can entail a presumption of knowledge. This means that the ICTY can infer the JCE members' knowledge from their position of authority by assuming that this position necessarily implies the disposition of certain information. 95 In general, knowledge accordingly becomes easier to establish in relation to persons who held a high position in an institution that was deeply implicated in the design of the common plan than in cases against low-level perpetrators who participated in an institution that was merely marginally involved in the commission of crimes. 
Summary
As the foregoing discussion has shown, the ICTY establishes the common plan-element on the basis of facts that largely coincide with the circumstances listed by the Krajišnik Trial Chamber in relation to the 'joint action' criterion. They concern (i) the nature of crimes and the context in which they were committed; (ii) the relations between participants; and (iii) the attitude and informed contribution of JCE members to the common plan. In applying these circumstances, the Tribunal variously considers the participants' institutional membership, participation, and support. This results in a loosening of the link between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial.
J O I N T P E R P E T R A T I O N A N D T H E C O M M O N P L A N -ELEMENT

Common Plan: A Contested Concept
Before the ICC, the common plan is an objective element of joint perpetration that pertains to the accused's actus reus. 97 The common plan-element requires the finding of an agreement between two or more persons. 98 This agreement does not need to be explicit.
Whereas direct evidence of an agreement is 'likely to assist' in demonstrating the existence of a common plan, 99 the common plan-element may also be inferred from circumstantial evidence concerning the joint perpetrators' concerted action. 100 In this way, the common plan-element excludes uncoordinated crimes from the scope of joint perpetration. 101 The ICC's interpretation of the common plan-element seems to underline the subjective and interpersonal nature of this element: the finding of a common plan depends on the shared understanding between the joint perpetrators. However, the ICC's recent findings in relation to the element of (mutual) awareness and acceptance -the 'subjective counterpart' of the common plan-element -seem to put pressure on this reading. Initially, the ICC considered that the element of (mutual) awareness and acceptance requires that the joint perpetrators are mutually aware and mutually accept that the implementation of the common plan will result in the commission of crimes in the ordinary course of events. 102 The Lubanga Pre-Trial Chamber even held that 'it is precisely the co-perpetrators' mutual awareness and acceptance (…) which justifies (a) that the contributions made by the others may be attributed to each of them, including the suspect, and (b) that they be held criminally responsible as principals to the whole crime'. 103 By contrast, in more recent decisions, the Court deemed it sufficient to establish that the accused was aware and accepted the criminal results of the common plan. 104 For example, the Lubanga Trial Chamber concluded that the prosecution only needs to prove that the accused was aware that the implementation of the common plan would result in the commission of crimes in the ordinary course of events. 105 Pursuant to this interpretation, the element of (mutual) awareness and acceptance no longer connects the joint perpetrators to each other. Thus, it cannot provide a sufficient basis for the attribution of the joint perpetrators' contributions to each of them.
In her concurring opinion to the Ngudjolo Chui trial judgment, Judge Van den Wyngaert voiced critique against the majority's interpretation of the common plan. She argued that by turning the common plan into an objective element, the focus of attention has shifted away from how the conduct of the accused is related to the commission of a crime to what role he/she played in the execution of the common plan. (…) By focusing on the realisation of a common plan, the mens rea and actus reus requirements are now linked to the common plan instead of to the conduct of the actual physical perpetrators of the crime. (…) When this happens, we come dangerously close to treating the mode of criminal responsibility as a crime in itself, instead of as a legal instrument to connect the actions and omissions of an accused to the acts of one or more physical perpetrators. 106 According to Judge Van den Wyngaert, the ICC's objective understanding of the common plan-element is particularly problematic given the fact that the common plan does not have to be inherently criminal, 107 i.e. the commission of crimes does not have to be the overarching goal of the joint perpetrators. 108 It rather suffices to establish that the implementation of the common plan creates a risk that crimes will be committed if events follow their ordinary course. 109 Judge Van den Wyngaert emphasises that the role of the accused in, and his knowledge of, such a legitimate common plan provide an insufficient basis for establishing criminal responsibility. She therefore pleads for a more subjective approach that establishes the criminal responsibility of joint perpetrators on the basis of their shared intent. Pursuant to this approach, the common plan is not an independent objective element, but merely evidences the joint perpetrators' shared intent to pursue a criminal purpose. 110 According to Judge Van den Wyngaert, this allows for establishing a more precise connection between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial. It follows from the above that the ICC's conception of the common plan-element is still somewhat incoherent and contested. In particular, it remains uncertain whether the common plan should be perceived as an objective or a subjective element and whether it requires the joint perpetrators' mutual awareness and acceptance. The next section aims to clarify some of these ambiguities by evaluating the ICC's application of the common plan-element in practice.
The Common Plan-Element in Practice
Before analysing the ICC's application of the common plan-element, two caveats must be made. First, the following analysis is based on a limited number of cases, which makes it difficult to establish a definitive line of reasoning on the basis of which conclusive statements on the position of the ICC can be made. Second, the ICC has so far delivered only one final judgment in which it applied the concept of joint perpetration: the Lubanga trial judgment. Observations on the application of joint perpetration are therefore largely based on Pre-Trial Chamber decisions. Because these decisions are rendered before a comprehensive examination of the facts underlying the charges against the accused, their factual substantiation remains scarce. This makes Pre-Trial Chamber decisions an imperfect source for understanding the ICC's application of the joint perpetration concept. The following evaluation is therefore merely preliminary and may require adjustments in response to future developments. The ICC case law displays a strong correlation between the common plan-and the (mutual) awareness and acceptance-element: the latter element is regularly inferred from the former. 111 The finding of a common plan is derived from factual circumstances concerning (i) preparations for the implementation of the common plan; (ii) the relations between joint perpetrators; and (iii) the attitude and informed contributions of joint perpetrators to the common plan.
Preparatory Measures
The first category of factual circumstances relates to the adoption of preparatory measures for the implementation of the common plan. The Lubanga Trial Chamber in this respect considered that evidence concerning the period before the crimes were committed, will not only 'assist in establishing a background and the context of events that fall within the timeframe of the charges', 112 but may also be directly relevant and admissible as evidence of the existence of a common plan. Following this consideration, the ICC regularly bases its finding of a common plan on evidence concerning the adoption of preparatory measures, such as the occurrence of meetings during which the joint perpetrators discussed the operation procedure and divided tasks; 113 the creation of political and military organisations; and the issuance of declarations that indicate the views and aims of the joint perpetrators. 114 Whereas these circumstances illustrate that the crimes were planned, they do not seem to indicate the ways in which the joint perpetrators cooperated with each another in relation to the (physical) commission of crimes. Furthermore, they do not prove that the joint perpetrators mutually agreed to these crimes. In fact, the ICC's reference to preparatory measures appears to make the finding of a common plan subject to the organised design rather than the organised execution of this plan.
Relations between Joint Perpetrators
The second category of circumstances addresses the relations between the joint perpetrators -i.e. their contacts, cooperation, and coordination. Four characteristics of the Court's respective analyses are particularly noteworthy.
First, the ICC limits its evaluation to the contacts and cooperation between the alleged joint perpetrators. Now that the Court mostly restricts the group of joint perpetrators to senior leaders, its analyses have so far not taken account of the contacts and cooperation with or between the physical perpetrators. 115 Given the remote position and role of senior leaders in the commission of international crimes, the cooperation between these leaders mostly relates to their design of a common plan and the adoption of preparatory measures, rather than their concerted execution of the plan and the physical commission of crimes. 116 The senior leaders' position and participation in an organisation that was deeply implicated in the realisation of the common plan provide an important framework for assessment in this regard. 117 Second, the ICC neither identifies each joint perpetrator nor consistently establishes the cooperation between them. The Lubanga Trial Chamber in this respect explicitly held that even when 'the evidence fails to establish the exact nature of the relationship between the accused and the alleged co-perpetrators, and whether there was regular contact between any of them', the overall involvement of the accused may still provide a sufficient basis for ascertaining that he was in contact with the alleged joint perpetrators. 118 Against this background, the ICC regularly assesses the relations between joint perpetrators in terms of their institutional affiliation. 119 The Ruto et al. Pre-Trial
Chamber, for example, considered that 'Mr. Ruto hosted a series of meetings (…) where other high-ranking members of the organization, including politicians, businessmen and former police and military officials, were present.' 120 Of course, it is possible that this somewhat imprecise institutional approach results from the preliminary stage of the confirmation of charges proceedings. It will therefore be interesting to see how future decisions of the Court will give shape to the relation between the accused's institutional membership and role, on the one hand, and the cooperation between the alleged joint perpetrators, on the other. Third, the ICC evaluates the relations between joint perpetrators in connection with the common plan, rather than in terms of the crimes they allegedly committed. 121 The Katanga and Ngudjolo Pre-Trial Chamber, for example, determined that the two accused met several times to design an attack at Bogoro village (common plan), 122 without ascertaining that they also specifically discussed or planned the commission of crimes or that they otherwise cooperated in the planning or execution of these crimes. The Chamber merely considered that the commission of pillage, rape, or sexual enslavement followed from the execution of the attack in the ordinary course of events.
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Fourth, the ICC refers to relations between the joint perpetrators that do not directly relate to the scope and content of the common plan or to the commission of crimes.
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For instance, the Lubanga Trial Chamber took account of the joint perpetrators' contacts and cooperation during previous operations. 125 In particular, it found that there was strong evidence to support the suggestion that during the period prior to the confirmation of the charges -specifically in the summer of 2000 -the accused and some of his principal alleged co-perpetrators (…) were jointly involved in organising the training of Hema youths in the context of the mutiny. Mr Lubanga, inter alia, visited the children, liaised with individuals in Uganda to prevent attacks against the mutineers and was involved in the reintegration of the children following their training. 
Attitude and Informed Contributions of Joint Perpetrators
The third category of factual circumstances relates to the joint perpetrators' support of the common plan -i.e. their attitude and informed contributions to that plan. So far, the ICC has in this respect only referred to the active contributions of joint perpetrators (e.g. orders to attack a village or to obtain weapons, as well as the recruitment, training, and use of child soldiers) 127 speeches. 128 For example, the Ruto et al. Pre-Trial Chamber attached value to the fact that 'Mr. Ruto and other members of the organisation said that they would "expel" or "evict" the Kikuyu, Kamba, and Kisii and took an oath "to kill [these, MC] tribes mercilessly".' 129 The joint perpetrators' contributions do not have to be linked directly to the commission of crimes. They may relate more generally to the design, implementation, or execution of the common plan. 130 The ICC seems to assess these contributions in light of the joint perpetrators' membership of, and position in, institutions that were somehow involved in the common plan. 131 The Lubanga Trial Chamber, for example, considered that 'the accused as President of the UPC-RP endorsed a common plan to build an effective army to ensure the UPC/FPLC's domination of Ituri, and he was actively involved in its implementation'. 
Summary
This section has shown that the ICC establishes the common plan-element on the basis of circumstances relating to (i) the preparations for the implementation of the common plan; (ii) the relations between joint perpetrators; and (iii) the attitude and informed contributions of joint perpetrators to the common plan. The Court analyses these circumstances in light of the joint perpetrators' institutional membership, participation, and support. In that way, it loosens the link between the accused and the crimes with which he is charged. This raises the question of whether the accused's involvement in a legitimate common plan provides a sufficient basis for his criminal responsibility. I agree with Judge Van den Wyngaert that this question must be answered in the negative and that the ICC's current practice should therefore be viewed critically.
The Subjective-Objective Dichotomy in Practice
The previous sections have shown that the ICTY and the ICC assess the common planelement on the basis of broadly overlapping categories of factual circumstances relating to the political and military events preceding the commission of crimes, the relations between the participants, and the role of the accused within large-scale criminality. The ICTY and the ICC each describe and use these circumstances in a distinctive manner. For example -unlike the ICTY -the ICC focuses on the adoption of preparatory measures rather than on the widespread, organised, and patterned nature of crimes. Furthermore, the ICC limits its analysis to the (institutional) cooperation between senior leaders and to the joint perpetrators' active contributions to the common plan, whereas the ICTY also takes account of the relations between the physical perpetrators and the JCE members' passive contributions. Notwithstanding these factual differences, ICTY and ICC case law displays significant parallels at a more abstract and fundamental level. First, both courts consider the relations between the participants in light of their position and role in the implicated political and military institutions. Sometimes, they even evaluate the relations between JCE members and joint perpetrators in terms of the cooperation between these institutions. Second, the ICTY and the ICC assess the relations between the participants and the informed contributions they have made in connection to the common plan rather than the crimes committed. Third, the courts focus on the accused's contribution to and his knowledge of the common plan and do not systematically assess the role and intentions of the other alleged JCE members or joint perpetrators.
These parallels evidence that the ICTY and ICC largely base their finding of a common plan on (i) the cooperation between (the members of) political and military institutions and (ii) the contribution of the accused to (the objectives of) these institutions. In this way, they ascribe an essentially similar meaning to the common planelement. When observing this similarity in combination with the fact that the common plan is the most distinctive feature of JCE and joint perpetration that forms the basis for the attribution of criminal acts committed by other participants to the accused, 133 it becomes difficult to maintain that JCE and joint perpetration are based on different rationales. It seems that the dichotomy between the subjective notion underlying JCE and the objective approach of joint perpetration is nominal rather than actual and should therefore not engross future debates on theories of liability. Moreover, even though the joint perpetration concept has some distinctive features, it is doubtful whether these features provide for a more refined concept of criminal responsibility. 134 Surely, the ICC's focus on a small group of senior leaders enables the Court to attribute criminal responsibility on the basis of the close cooperation between these leaders. In theory, the Court thus seems to be in a better position than the ICTY (that also takes account of the involvement of distant physical perpetrators) to adopt a sophisticated concept of criminal responsibility that precisely defines the contributions and responsibilities of joint perpetrators. 135 The ICC has, however, not realised this potential in practice. In fact, one of the most significant implications of the ICC's application of the common plan-element is the loosening of the relation between the accused and the relevant crimes.
The 'Meeting of Minds' in Practice
As noted, the common plan is traditionally characterised as a 'meeting of minds'. This interpretation emphasises the subjective and interpersonal nature of the common plan. The case law analyses, however, illustrate that the ICTY and the ICC adopt a different approach in practice. The courts largely base criminal responsibility on the participants' cooperation within a (criminal) organisation. In particular, they focus on the objective cooperation between political and military institutions and the accused's contribution to (the objectives of) these institutions. In this way, the courts obscure the link between the participants inter se and between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial. It may even be argued that the ICTY and the ICC essentially move JCE and joint perpetration towards 'theories of collective responsibility based on an institutional-participatory or systemic model of responsibility'. 136 This development requires a reconsideration of the common plan-element and a re-assessment of criminal responsibility for JCE and joint perpetration. The next section seeks to develop this finding further by drawing an analogy with domestic doctrines of criminal responsibility. Without providing a complete or conclusive re-characterisation of JCE and joint perpetration, this analogy offers some important insights that may assist in better understanding these theories of liability. 
R E C O N S I D E R I N G T H E N A T U R E O F J C E A N D J O I N T P E R P E T R A T I O N
Autonomous Criminal Responsibility
The ICTY and the ICC adopt a differentiated model of criminal responsibility. 137 This model distinguishes between principals who commit a crime and accessories who participate in the crime of a principal by means of, for example, instigation or aiding and abetting. The responsibility of accessories is derivative from -i.e. depends on -the responsibility of the principal. 138 This dependency is expressed in the principle of Akzessorietät or emprunt de la criminalité.
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The derivative nature of accessorial responsibility can cause problems in situations that involve complex relations between different actors, like cases of international and/or organised crimes. 140 It may then prove difficult to uncover the relations between all participants and to clarify whether and how the accessory contributed to the crime of the principal. In particular, courts may have trouble linking the intellectual perpetrators -the persons who masterminded the crimes from a remote position -to the physical perpetrators. Domestic systems respond to these difficulties by circumventing or diluting the derivative nature of criminal responsibility through autonomous forms of liability. Two approaches are particularly common in this respect. First, some domestic systems adopt a so-called normative interpretation of (co-) perpetration that extends the category of principals beyond the physical perpetrators to encompass 'the most responsible' intellectual perpetrators. 141 This extension allows for loosening the intellectual perpetrators' criminal responsibility from the acts of the physical perpetrator. Although his responsibility is still triggered by the physical commission of a crime, it is primarily based on autonomous criteria of attribution (e.g. the intellectual perpetrators' control over the crime). Second, domestic systems sometimes introduce liability for participation in a criminal organisation. 142 The German kriminelle Vereinigung, the French association de malfaiteurs, and the Dutch criminele organisatie exemplify this practice. 143 These concepts base the accused's criminal responsibility on his participation in a collective criminal enterprise rather than on his contribution to specific crimes. The link between the accused and the crimes committed may accordingly remain somewhat vague and indirect. A similar development towards the creation of autonomous forms of liability can be witnessed at the international level, albeit more implicitly. On this account, Van Sliedregt has already re-characterised JCE and joint perpetration, noting that
[i]ndirect co-perpetration and JCE liability are dependent upon the crimes physically committed by others. As such these modalities, like traditional modes of liability, have a derivative character. The liability of an indirect perpetrator and participant in a JCE draws on the crime committed by the physical perpetrator. Yet, they differ from traditional modalities in that the link with the physical perpetrator is attenuated. The crime(s) triggers liability but the link with the person who actually committed the crime is weak. 144 The analysis in the previous sections affirms this finding. The link between the JCE members and joint perpetrators, on the one hand, and the physical perpetrators, on the other, has become rather loose. In this light, there is reason to further explore to what extent JCE and joint perpetration resemble the normative interpretations of (co-)perpetration in domestic law and whether these theories of liability show traits of liability for participation in a criminal organisation. Under a normative interpretation of criminal responsibility, the principal is the person who is 'most responsible' because he or she had decisive influence on the crime, without necessarily physically committing it. 146 This approach 'enables the extension of principal liability to those who masterminded crimes and thus qualify as intellectual perpetrators'. 147 The normative approach depends on the formulation of specific criteria of attribution that help to determine who exactly is 'most responsible'. In relation to JCE and joint perpetration, the common plan-element seems to qualify as such a criterion of attribution: it forms the basis for the attribution of criminal acts committed by other participants to the accused. 148 The analysis of ICTY and ICC case law illustrates that the courts' application of the common plan-element shows signs of what Hart defines as 'role responsibility'. 149 Role responsibility arises 'whenever a person occupies a distinctive place or office in a social organization, i.e. when he holds authority and performs a role in an organizational structure' that implies specific duties and responsibilities. 150 The ICTY and the ICC accordingly assess the accused's knowledge of, and contribution to, the common plan in light of his social status and position of responsibility. 151 This does not mean that they allow for establishing liability on the mere basis of the accused's position. The position and role of the accused influence, but do not control the judicial assessment of his criminal responsibility. The 'role inspired' interpretation of JCE and joint perpetration enables the ICTY and the ICC to focus on the accused's participation in the common plan. This can lead to the loosening of the link between the criminal responsibility of the accused and the actions and intentions of the other participants (physical perpetrators and senior leaders). The fact that the ICTY mostly overlooks the interpersonal relations between the JCE members illustrates this development. Also, the ICC's finding that the (mutual) awareness and acceptance element is satisfied when the accused is aware and accepts that the common plan will result in the commission of crimes, moves the Court's evaluations away from the intentions of joint perpetrators other than the accused. 152 the ICTY has taken pains to differentiate JCE from membership liability. 153 Indeed, the nature of membership liability differs from criminal responsibility under JCE and joint perpetration. Most importantly, whereas the former is a crime in itself, the latter are forms of participation in a crime, i.e. ways of committing a crime. 154 Even so, JCE and joint perpetration also display important similarities with domestic concepts of participation in a criminal organisation. 155 First, domestic concepts of participation in a criminal organisation ascribe a central position to the organisation. The term 'organisation' implies an enduring -nonincidental -and/or structured collaboration. 156 The organisation also needs to have a criminal purpose, i.e. the purpose to commit crimes. 157 In the international context, the role of organisations for establishing criminal responsibility is more implicit. The accused's criminal responsibility under JCE and joint perpetration is ultimately construed in individualistic terms. 158 Nevertheless, the ICTY's and the ICC's focus on senior leaders has led to 'an inquiry into the criminal structures they represent'. 159 The previous case law analysis in this respect illustrates that JCE members and joint perpetrators can be identified on the basis of their institutional affiliation; that the relations between participants are regularly considered at the level of political or military institutions or in light of the participants' position within these institutions; that the participants' contributions are connected to their institutional responsibilities; and that the participants' knowledge is assessed in light of their position within the organisation. 160 Hence, the route to individual responsibility lies through some significant participation in the activities of an organization. (…) [T]he existence of the organization and the performance of a certain role within the structure of an organization are paramount for purposes of allocating responsibility to the individual in question. 161 Second, like domestic forms of participation in a criminal organisation, JCE and joint perpetration draw an indirect link between the accused and the crimes committed. It is generally not required that the accused was directly involved in the commission of crimes. 162 Instead, it only needs to be established that he somehow participated in the design or implementation of a common plan. Now that this plan is often defined at a meta-level, the accused is primarily connected to an organisational policy involving or leading to systemic violence. The relation between the accused and the individual crimes for which he or she stands trial consequently remains rather vague. 163 Third, JCE and joint perpetration allow for establishing the criminal responsibility of the accused in light of his personal contributions to an organisational policy. In practice, it is not required to determine the mens rea of all alleged participants, nor is it necessary to comprehensively address their individual tasks and contributions. As a consequence, JCE and joint perpetration depend on 'an inquiry into a personal attribute of the defendant, at the time of events, not an inquiry into links among persons'. 164 In this sense, they resemble domestic forms of participation in a criminal organisation. Because these domestic concepts require that the organisation as such -rather than its individual members -has a criminal purpose, they similarly obviate any extensive evaluation of the acts and intentions of the persons who participated in the indicted crimes. 165 
Evaluation
Considering that JCE and joint perpetration show significant similarities with domestic forms of autonomous criminal responsibility, they can be aptly interpreted as normative forms of co-perpetration that are influenced by the position of the accused and his participation in a (criminal) organisation. This interpretation makes it possible to use JCE and joint perpetration as devices that capture the systemic character of international crimes, thus responding to the demand for 'a mixed system of individual-collective responsibility in which the criminal enterprise or organisation as a whole serves as the entity upon which the attribution of criminal responsibility is based'. 166 Although practically useful, such a normative approach to JCE and joint perpetration also raises controversies. By evaluating the accused's criminal responsibility in light of his position and participation in a criminal organisation, JCE and joint perpetration attenuate the relation between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial. 167 In other words, they do not explain precisely how the JCE members and joint perpetrators are connected to the indicted crimes. 168 This may be acceptable with respect to domestic concepts of participation in a criminal organisation, 169 since these concepts qualify as separate offences. However, JCE and joint perpetration are modes of liability that serve as tools for attributing criminal responsibility for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes to persons who have not physically committed an act of violence. 170 This imposes an obligation on the ICTY and the ICC to evaluate the actions, intentions, and role of the accused in relation to these international crimes. 171 When such an evaluation is side-lined or even missing -as in some of the cases discussed in the previous sections -the label that is put on the accused (that of principal perpetrator of international crimes) no longer corresponds to his personal fault. In my view, there are two ways to solve this issue: (i) by reaffirming the relation between the accused and the crimes for which he stands trial, or (ii) by accepting that JCE and joint perpetration establish liability for participation in a (criminal) organisation, rather than for the crimes proper. The first proposal is certainly viable, as scholars such as Ohlin, Van Sliedregt, Weigend, and Haan have already shown. 172 The previous case law analysis, however, suggests that it has not been followed up in practice. Also the second proposal is not likely to be accepted by the ICTY and the ICC, most obviously because the qualification of JCE and joint perpetration as forms of participation in a criminal organisation goes against the text of their Statutes, which characterise JCE and joint perpetration as ways of committing an international crime. 173 Even so, such a qualification could have significant advantages, since it would enable the ICTY and the ICC to formulate the much-needed restrictions on JCE and joint perpetration. 174 For example, the courts could require that the common plan has a criminal character or that the participants cooperate in a structured and non-accidental manner. 175 Moreover, it is important to realise that the qualification of JCE and joint perpetration as forms of participation in a criminal organisation does not completely trivialise the underlying crimes. The maximum penalty for participation in a criminal organisation may, for example, depend on the finding whether a crime has actually been committed and, if so, what type of crime this was. In this way, the criminal responsibility of the accused remains linked to the crimes to which he contributed, albeit in a more global sense. 176 Also the specific role of the accused in the organisation and his contribution to the crimes committed, can still be taken into account. For example, the maximum penalty for participation in a criminal organisation can be related to the different positions of leaders, executors, and aiders and abettors. In light of these considerations, it seems apt to recognise explicitly that JCE and joint perpetration at least resemble forms of participation in a criminal organisation. Rather than diluting responsibility for international crimes, this recognition may actually enable the ICTY and the ICC to interpret criminal responsibility in a more honest and transparent way. This will advance a stricter compliance with the principle of personal culpability.
C O N C L U S I O N S
To establish the criminal responsibility of senior leaders for international crimes, the ICTY and the ICC resort to the concepts of JCE and joint perpetration. These two concepts have a similar basis of attribution: the common plan. The case law analysis conducted in this chapter demonstrates that the ICTY and the ICC apply the common plan-element in a similar way. They essentially interpret the common plan as a collective element that hinges on the participants' cooperation in, and their informed contribution to, a (criminal) organisation. Thus, the courts' practice nuances the interpersonal and subjective nature of the common plan and departs from the traditional interpretation of the common plan as a 'meeting of minds'.
Considering the ICTY's and the ICC's substantially similar interpretation of the common plan-element, it cannot be maintained that JCE and joint perpetration are based on different rationales. The assumed objective-subjective dichotomy between these theories of liability is nominal rather than actual and should therefore be banned from the debate on theories of liability. Instead, further attention should be paid to the analogy between JCE and joint perpetration, on the one hand, and domestic forms of autonomous criminal responsibility, on the other. It seems that -similar to domestic forms of normative co-perpetration and participation in a criminal organisation -JCE and joint perpetration emphasise the role responsibility of accused and focus on their position and participation in a (criminal) organisation. The explicit recognition of this kinship will enable the ICTY and the ICC to see these theories of liability for what they are and to apply them in a more confined and intellectually honest way.
